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黃帝內經靈樞  

《本神第⼋八》  

ROOTED IN THE SPIRIT 

 

Note: This translation is a draft version, prepared by Sabine Wilms for the purpose of teaching this chapter 
in the Classical Texts series at the School of Classical Chinese Medicine, National College of Natural 
Medicine. I am indebted to clinical insights by Dr. Long Rihui as taught in Classical Texts IX during the 
spring quarter of 2016.  

Introduction: Of all the chapters in the Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic, chapter eight of 
the Líng Shū is the one that is most focused on shén 神. If I had to choose one chapter 
that demonstrates most clearly the impossibility of fully expressing the meaning of the 
classical Chinese text in translation, this would be the one. Right off the bat, we are faced 
with the challenge of translating the many and highly specific terms that describe mental 
and spiritual activities in this chapter. Rather than leaving any uninitiated reader with a 
sea of incomprehensible and unfamiliar (and sometimes unclear) Pīnyīn terms that do not 
contribute at all to the reader’s understanding, I have taken my role as a translator 
seriously and chosen English terms that may serve as temporary crutches, as each of us 
develops a clearer appreciation for these concepts over years of immersion in the 
literature and practice. In the interest of furthering communication through consistency, I 
have tried to stick with what I believe to be the most standard renditions in English unless 
these proved unacceptable to me, in which case I have explained my choice in the Notes.  

To begin with, I am fully aware of the impossibility of rendering the Chinese concept of 
shén into a single yet accurate English term. I have chosen the word “spirit” in the 
following pages for the sake of readability. Only the most obvious problem with any 
English equivalent is the fact that we are forced to choose either the singular (“spirit”) or 
plural (“spirits”) version, whereas the literal Chinese includes both of these. As such in 
some contexts we can understand the shén best as consisting of multiple separate entities, 
such as in the compound 五神 “five spirits,” which refers to the five kinds of mental 

activities associated with the five zàng organs (heart with the spirit 神, lung with the pò 

souls 魄, liver with the hún souls 魂, spleen with the intention 意, and kidney with the 

will 志. As the following lines will show, though, in most places in the Nèijīng and the 
following chapter shén is better understood as equivalent to the singular “spirit.” Please 
keep in mind that the singular or plural is simply my choice and an interpretation based 
on my particular personal experience and training, which you are always free to disagree 
with. This translation is only an attempt to start the conversation and to make this 
incredible, deep, beautiful chapter more accessible to a wider audience. I am acutely 
aware that my understanding of the concepts discussed here will develop and grow over 
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time, and that this translation is most definitely not the last word, but just the first 
babbling of an infant. 

Here is a brief summary of the chapter: It starts out with definitions of key terms that will 
be helpful to review here before delving into the chapter, so that you at least are aware of 
my choice of English translation and the associated pīnyīn pronunciation and Chinese 
character: 精 jīng “essence,” 神 shén “spirit,” 魂 hún “hún soul,” 魄 pò “pò soul,” ⼼心 xīn 

“heart,” 意 yì “intention,” 志 zhì “will,” 思 sī “rumination,” 智 zhì “wisdom,” and 慮 lǜ 

“discernment.” Next the chapter discusses some basic principles of “nurturing life” 養⽣生 
in the context of regulating and harmonizing mental activities, and subsequently explains 
the pathological effects that result from disturbances of the spirit. The main idea to take 
away from this chapter is that as practitioners (and humans) we must focus on our own 
and the patient’s spirit in treatment, regardless of whether we are applying acupuncture, 
medicinal treatment, or any other modality. Because of the materialist orientation of 
TCM as an institutionalized government-sponsored medical paradigm created and 
perpetuated by the People’s Republic of China, this basic truth has unfortunately in the 
last few decades not received the attention that it deserves in many TCM-oriented 
colleges, publications, and teachings. Nevertheless, the Chinese medical classics, wise 
teachers, and clinical experience remind all of us that true healing work must always be 
“rooted in the spirit.” 

 

SECTION ONE, PART ONE 

（⼀一）⿈黃帝問於岐伯曰：凡刺之法，先必本於神。︒ 

（⼆二）⾎血脈營氣精神，此五藏之所藏也。︒ 

1) The Yellow Emperor asked Qí Bó: “Needling techniques must always first be rooted 
in the spirit. 

2) The blood [in/and] the vessels, yíng (provisioning) [and] qì, essence [and] spirit, these 
are all stored in the five zàng organs. 

Notes 

� Ordinarily, the term shén “spirit” in the first line is interpreted as referring to the patient’s spirit, 
in the sense that it is essential to critically assess the patient’s state of mind and vitality before 
beginning any needling treatment, and to take this information into account when determining a 
treatment approach. Nevertheless, I propose that it is just as possible to read it here as referring to 
the practitioner’s spirit. In that case, this line reminds us of the need for the practitioner to cultivate 
his or her spirit and to make it empty and still in preparation for treatment, as is stated in the saying: 
「持脈之道，虛靜為寶」. But being empty and receptive instead of active in the rational mind and 
preoccupied, we are able to “hold the needle as if it were the tail of a tiger.” 
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� Line 1-2: It is also possible to remove the period after 神 (spirit) and to read the whole first two 
lines as a single sentence: “All needling techniques must first be rooted in the spirit, blood and the 
vessels, yíng [provisioning] and qì, and essence and spirit, which are stored by the five zàng organs.” 
Based on the title of this chapter and the singular importance of the spirit in this discussion, as well 
as the repetition of 神 at the end of the list, I have chosen to follow the standard reading and 
punctuated and translated accordingly. 

� It is possible to separate the six characters at the beginning of Line Two in different ways to 
arrive at five terms and thereby correlate them to the five zàng organs: We can either read ⾎血 “blood” 
and 脈 “vessels” as a compound, since this appears to be a list of substances being stored in the organs, 
which strictly speaking “vessels” are not, or to read these two terms as separate entities but combine 
精 “essence” and 神 “spirit” into the compound 精神 “essence spirit,” which seems to be the more 
common interpretation chosen by most commentators. An argument against this reading would be that 
“essence” is mentioned in the next line as an individual substance in danger of being lost. Lastly, we can 
even read this as referring to only three concepts: blood in the vessels ⾎血脈, yíng (provisioning) qì 營氣, 
and essence spirit 精神. None of these options satisfies me completely, which is why I have tried to 
reflect the ambiguity of the original by adding several “and” in brackets. According to Dr. Long, 精神 
“essence” and “spirit” should here be read as a pair, referring to the kidney’s function of storing the 
essence, here in the sense of essence spirit as the manifestation thereof, while the liver stores blood, 
the heart the vessels, the spleen yíng provisioning, and the lung qì. 

 

SECTION ONE, PART TWO 

（三）至其淫泆離藏則精失、︑魂魄⾶飛揚、︑志意恍亂、︑智慮去身者，何

因⽽而然乎︖？ 

（四）天之罪與︖？⼈人之過乎︖？ 

（五）何謂德氣⽣生精神魂魄⼼心意志思智慮︖？請問其故。︒ 

3) When a person’s wanton recklessness causes these to be separated from the zàng 
organs, essence is lost, the hún and pò souls take flight, the will and intention become 
muddled and deranged, and wisdom and discernment leave the person. What is the reason 
for this? 

4) Is it punishment from Heaven or is it human trespasses?  

5) What do we mean by the statement that potency and qì create essence, spirit, the hún 
and pò souls, the heart, intention, will, rumination, wisdom, and discernment? I would 
like to inquire about the reason for this.” 

Notes 
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� Line Three describes a pathology where the patient’s excessive and reckless emotional state (as 
one or more of the seven emotions 七情) has caused the vital substances to leave their storage in the 
zàng organs. 

� 慮 lǜ: This character is a combination of “tiger” 虎 on top of “rumination”  思, and as such describes 
the ability to respond appropriately when encountering an unexpected critical situation like 
encountering a tiger. 

� 罪 zuì: This character usually means either “crime,” in the sense of a major transgression 過, or 
“fault.” Here, however, it must mean “punishment” that is sent down from Heaven, since Heaven is 
incapable of any wrongdoing. As such, Line Four explains that mental derangement is always based on 
human misconduct and therefore the fault of the person who is affected. In the Chinese view of 
Heaven, humans can do all the planning and scheming they want, Heaven is always watching and 
ultimately determines the final outcome. 

� 德 dé: I have translated the term here in its earlier meaning as “potency” rather than in its post-
Confucian meaning as “virtue” because of its association with Heaven in the following section. It is 
important to recall the etymology of this term as the spiritual power of early Bronze-Age shaman 
rulers who consolidated power based on their ability to communicate with their deceased ancestors 
and Heaven, through such tools as oracle bone divination and sacrificial feasts. The character in its 
earliest form depicts an eye with distinctive markings above it, with or without a heart underneath,  
with a radical meaning “walking” or “action” on the side. In the Shuōwén, the graph is explained as 升 
“to ascend.” An alternate form of the character combines the same radical with 直 “straight up” and 
the heart underneath, which would indicate again action that comes from a direct connection straight 
up to Heaven, or from a straight heart full of integrity. 

� Potency and qì are the father and mother that make the creation of life possible. 

� It is also possible to read ⽣生 in line 5 not as the verb “to create” but as a noun “creation,” and thus 
as yet another technical term in one long list: “What do we mean by virtue, qì, creation, essence, 
spirit, …?” An argument in favor of this reading is that Qí Bó’s answer in the first line of the following 
section can be read as defining virtue, qì, and life as three separate concepts. I still prefer to read ⽣生 
as a verb and to see the following section as an explanation of how the various constituents of a human 
being are created out of the interaction between Heaven and Earth, yīn and yáng, or, in the language 
of this chapter, virtue and qì. 

 

SECTION TWO, PART ONE 

（⼀一）歧伯答曰：天之在我者德也，地之在我者氣也，德流氣薄⽽而⽣生

者也。︒ 

（⼆二）故⽣生之來謂之精，兩精相搏謂之神，隨神往來者謂之魂，並精

⽽而出入者謂之魄，所以任物者謂之⼼心，⼼心之所憶謂之意，意之所存謂

之志，因志⽽而存變謂之思，因思⽽而遠慕謂之慮，因慮⽽而處物謂之智。︒ 
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1) Qí Bó answered: “Heaven within me is virtue; Earth within me is qì. Virtue streaming 
down and qì pushing up, this is creation. 

2) As such, the coming of life, we call it ‘essence’. The two essences intertwining, we 
call it ‘spirit’. Following the coming and going of spirit, we call it ‘hún soul’. Exiting and 
entering together with essence, we call it ‘pò soul’. That by means of which we take 
charge of things, we call it ‘heart’. What the heart remembers, we call it ‘intention’. That 
which the intention stays focused on, we call it ‘will’. To persist through change by 
relying on the will, we call it ‘rumination’. To make one’s aspirations stretch far by 
relying on rumination, we call it ‘discernment’. To manage [the ten thousand] things in 
accordance with discernment, we call it ‘wisdom’. 

Notes 

� While Line One describes the macrocosmic process of creation, Line Two details the microcosmic 
creation of the human being. 

� 兩精 liǎng jīng: This term can be interpret in various ways, which is why I have left it literal. Some 
commentators read it as referring broadly to yīn and yáng essence, or more narrowly to male and 
female essence, specifically in the sense of male and female reproductive fluids, or yet  more narrowly 
as sperm and egg as the root for the creation of new life. Others cite a passage from Lingshu 32 
“Normal People Interrupting the Intake of Grain” 《平⼈人絕⾕谷》: 「神者⽔水穀之精氣也。」 “Spirit is the 
essence qì from water and grain.” Since this essence should be rooted in the essence that is created 
from earlier-Heaven endowment, we can speak of two essences in the sense of Earlier Heaven and 
Later Heaven (or pre-natal and acquired) essence. 

� 相搏 xiāng bó: to strike or push close up against each other. Here, we can read this along a 
continuum from “engage with each other” to “copulate” in the specific sense of sexual intercourse. In 
the present line, the appearance of the spirit indicates the concrete creation of new life. 

� 魂魄 hún and pò: We can visualize the subdivision of the spirit that is described here as follows: 
Spirit 神 itself is yáng by nature, but can be subdivided into a yáng aspect, which we call hún soul 魂 
(aka “cloud soul” on the basis of its etymology or “ethereal soul”), and a yīn aspect, which we call pò 
soul 魄 (aka “white soul” or “corporeal soul”). The hún aspect follows the coming and going of the spirit 
隨神往來, perhaps in the sense of consciousness that needs to be further cultivated and developed 
after birth as skills and intelligence. The pò soul (or souls) “exits and enters with the essence” and can 
be thought of as the baby’s instincts and sensations, which are fully functional upon birth. Due to its 
association with heaven, the hún soul leaves the body through Bǎihuì at the point of death to merge 
back into Heaven. To revive a dying person, the hún can sometimes be called back in a ceremony called 
招魂. The pò, on the other hand, collapses through the lower orifices of the body along with urine and 
stool and, in accordance with its yīn nature, rejoins Earth. 

� 所以任物 “That by means of which we take charge of things…”: The character 任 rèn is a depiction of 
a person carrying a pole on the shoulders with weights on both ends, so it refers to the ability to 
“bear the burden” of “handle” things. Among the five sense organs, the heart is the 天君 “heavenly 
ruler”, because it processes information from the other organs, which are directly connected to the 
outside world, to figure out the appropriate response for the person to take. 

意 “intention” and 憶 “to remember”: The action of “remembering” means to think about things 
repeatedly and is related to verbal communication, in the sense of being able to recount something. � 
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� The mental capacity here associated with this activity is “intention” 意, which is generally 
associated with the spleen. For this reason, music pleases the spleen and stomach and is good for 
digestion. We develop intention by have our experiences reinforced through repetition. This intention, 
however, is only temporary until it is turned into 志 “will,” the unshakable permanent determination 
that is also a key aspect of a complete personality. 

� 思 “rumination,” 慮 “discernment,” and 智 “wisdom”: Unshakable determination through persistence 
turns into a type of rational thinking that I cannot help but to translate as “rumination” to reflect its 
association with the stomach in a nice play on words. When this rational pondering, the ability to weigh 
alternatives objectively, proceeds from shallow to deep and from the present to the past and future, 
we reach the level of “discernment” and eventually the apex of human mental activity, “wisdom,” which 
allows us to manage things by putting them in their proper places. We can think of this entire line as a 
cycle that starts when the heart receives sensory input on the external world through the need to 任
物 “take charge of things,” which ultimately leads to its ability to “manage things” 處物. 

 

SECTION TWO, PART TWO 

（三）故智者之養⽣生也，必順四時⽽而適寒暑，和喜怒⽽而安居處，節陰

陽⽽而調剛柔。︒ 

（四）如是則僻邪不至，長⽣生久視。︒ 

3) As such, those with wisdom nurture life in this way: They invariably align themselves 
with the four seasons and adapt to cold and summer heat, harmonize their elation and 
anger and make their living circumstances peaceful, and regulate yīn and yáng and attune 
hardness and softness. 

4) By acting like this, they make sure deviation and evil do not arrive, and they lengthen 
their life and make their vision enduring. 

Notes 

� 節陰陽: Whether this expression means avoiding any excess of yin or yang in the widest sense of 
the terms or whether it refers to moderating sexual intercourse is left to the reader’s discretion.  

僻 pì “deviation”: Alternatively, it is also possible to read this character here as a verb meaning “to 
avoid” or “to stay away from.” The meaning of the passage is similar in either case. 

� 視 shì: Usually meaning “to see,” here it is identical with 活 “to live.” The compound 久視 is found 
elsewhere in Daoist texts and in medical literature on prolonging life with this meaning. Chapter 59 of 
the Laozi, for example, contains the following quotation:「是謂深根固柢，長⽣生久視之道。」”This is 
what is called ‘deepen the base and solidify the root’ and it is the Dào of prolonging life and living long.” 

 

SECTION THREE 
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（⼀一）是故怵悌思慮者則傷神，神傷則恐懼流淫⽽而不⽌止。︒ 

（⼆二）因悲哀動中者，竭絕⽽而失⽣生。︒ 

（三）喜樂者，神憚散⽽而不藏。︒愁憂者，氣閉塞⽽而不⾏行。︒盛怒者，迷

惑⽽而不治。︒恐懼者，神蕩憚⽽而不收。︒  

1) For this reason, rumination and discernment [with] alarm and anxiety result in damage 
to the spirit. When the spirit is damaged, fear and panic flow without restraint or stopping. 

2) In cases when sorrow and grief stir up the center, there is exhaustion and interrupted 
flow, and then loss of life. 

3) Elation and joy make the spirit frightened and scattered so that it is no longer stored. 
Gloominess and worry block and congest the qì, preventing it from moving freely. 
Exuberant anger leads to confusion and delusion and to a lack of good order. Fear and 
panic rattle and frighten away the spirit instead of gathering it in. 

Note 

� 流淫 liú yín: While I have translated this compound as a verb meaning “to flow without restraint,” it 
is also possible to interpret it as a technical term meaning “loss of control over urination and 
defecation” or even “spermatorrhea.” 

� Related to this passage here, Sù Wèn 39 (“Discourse on Lifting Pain” 《舉痛論》) discusses the 
negative effect of excessive emotions similarly: 『。。。百病⽣生於氣也，怒則氣上，喜則氣緩，悲則氣消，
恐則氣下，寒則氣收，炅則氣泄，驚則氣亂，勞則氣耗，思則氣結』 “…the hundred diseases are 
engendered by qì, with anger resulting in ascent of qì, elation resulting in laxness of qì, grief resulting 
in the disintegration of qì, fear resulting in descent of qì, cold resulting in constriction of qì, fire heat 
resulting in leakage of qì, fright resulting in disordering of qì, taxation resulting in expenditure of qì, 
and pondering in knotting of qì.” 

� 動中 “stirs the center”: I have chosen to translate this expression literally and leave it up to the 
reader to decide whether “center” refers to the heart or to the internal organs, or simply to the 
center of the body as a general concept. According to Dr. Long, this line describes a person with a 
broken heart, as a result of which the pericardium network vessels are obstructed, causing life-
threatening exhaustion and interrupted flow (竭絕). A modern biomedical equivalent of this condition 
would be Takotsubo cardiomyopathy. 

 

SECTION FOUR 
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（⼀一）⼼心，怵悌思慮則傷神，神傷則恐懼⾃自失，破「⽉月＋囷」⾁肉，⽑毛

悴⾊色夭，死於冬。︒ 

（⼆二）脾，愁憂⽽而不解則傷意，意傷則悗亂，四肢不舉，⽑毛悴⾊色夭，

死於春。︒ 

（三）肝，悲哀動中則傷魂，魂傷則狂忘不精，不精則不正，當⼈人陰

縮⽽而攣筋，兩脅骨不舉，⽑毛悴⾊色夭，死於秋。︒ 

（四）肺，喜樂無極則傷魄，魄傷則狂，狂者意不存⼈人，⽪皮⾰革焦，⽑毛

悴⾊色夭，死於夏。︒ 

（五）腎，盛怒⽽而不⽌止則傷志，志傷則喜忘其前⾔言，腰脊不可以俛仰

屈伸，⽑毛悴⾊色夭，死於季夏。︒ 

（六）恐懼⽽而不解則傷精，精傷則骨痠痿厥，精時⾃自下。︒ 

1) In the case of the heart, alarmed and anxious thoughts and reflections result in damage 
to the spirit. Damage to the spirit results in fear and panic and in ‘losing hold of oneself’, 
in wasting away ad shedding of the flesh, in brittle body hair and a perished complexion, 
and in death in the winter. 

2) In the case of the spleen, unresolved gloominess and worry result in damage to the 
intention. Damage to the intention results in confusion and disorder, in inability to lift the 
four limbs, in brittle body hair and a perished complexion, and in death in the spring. 

3) In the case of the liver, sorrow and grief stirring the center result in damage to the hún 
soul. Damage to the hún soul results in mania with forgetfulness and lack of refinement, 
and lack of refinement in turn results in lack of rectitude, in retracted genitals and twisted 
sinews when facing others, in failure to raise the two rib-sides and bones, in brittle body 
hair and a perished complexion, and in death in the fall. 

4) In the case of the lung, elation and joy without limit results in damage to the pò souls. 
Damage to the pò souls result in mania, which means that the intention is not focused on 
others, in scorched skin, in brittle body hair and a perished complexion, and in death in 
the summer. 
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5) In the case of the kidney, exuberant anger that does not stop results in damage to the 
will. Damage to the will results in elation to the point of forgetting one’s previous words, 
in inability to bend or stretch the lumbar area and spine, in brittle body hair and a 
perished complexion, and in death in the last month of summer. 

6) Fear and panic that is not resolved results in damage to the essence, and essence 
damage results in aching bones, in wilting and reversal, and in periodic spontaneous loss 
of essence. 

Notes 

� 「月＋囷」: This is a rare character that describes the large fibers of the muscles. Here I read the 
four characters of this phrase as a compound. 

� 不精 bù jīng: Some translators interpret this phrase as referring to a lack of essence, but that is a 
grammatically incorrect reading. Loss or lack of essence would have to be phrased as 無精 or 失精. 
while bù as a negation indicates that what follows functions as a stative verb, a description of a state 
of being. 

� 不正 bú zhèng: This most likely refers to the impairment of the gallbladder, the fǔ organ associated 
with the liver, which is associated with the office of 中正 “Central Rectifier” in Sù Wèn 8.   

 

SECTION FIVE 

（⼀一）是故五藏主藏精者也，不可傷，傷則失守⽽而陰虛，陰虛則無氣，

無氣則死矣。︒ 

（⼆二）是故⽤用針者，察觀病⼈人之態，以知精神魂魄之存亡，得失之意。︒ 

（三）五者已傷，針不可以治之也。︒ 

1) It is for this reason that the five zàng organs preside over the storage of essence. They 
may not be damaged! When they are damaged, they lose their ability to safeguard it and 
yīn becomes vacuous. When yīn is vacuous, there is no qì, and without qì, death ensues! 

2) For this reason, anybody who uses needles observes the demeanor of the patient, in 
order to know whether essence and spirit, and hún and pò souls are still present or have 
perished, whether they are obtained or lost. 

3) If all the five [zàng organs] are already damaged, you will not be able to restore health 
with needles.  

Notes 
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� 失守 “lose the ability to safeguard it”: Here this refers to the ability to protect and contain the 
essence, which then causes vacuity of essence 精虛, leading to yīn vacuity 陰虛 and then qì vacuity 氣虛. 
In clinic, when we see fatigue, we may always think about qì vacuity but should also consider an 
underlying possible blood vacuity, like a car that has run out of gas. 

� 五者: It is possible to read “these five”  as referring to the five zàng organs, but given the topic of 
this entire chapter, the term may here also refer to the associated vital substances blood, yíng 
[provisioning], vessels, qì, and essence, as well as to the  emotional aspects associated with these in 
turn, namely spirit, intention, will, and the hún and pò souls (see the following Section Six). I assume 
that the authors of this chapter left the expression intentionally vague to encompass all of these 
possibilities. 

 

SECTION SIX 

（⼀一）肝藏⾎血，⾎血舍魂。︒肝氣虛則恐，實則怒。︒ 

（⼆二）脾藏營，營舍意。︒脾氣虛則四肢不⽤用，五藏不安，實則腹脹，

經溲不利。︒ 

（三）⼼心藏脈，脈舍神。︒⼼心氣虛則悲，實則笑不休。︒ 

（四）肺藏氣，氣舍魄。︒肺氣虛則⿐鼻塞不利少氣，實則喘喝胸盈仰息。︒ 

（五）腎藏精，精舍志。︒腎氣虛則厥，實則脹，五藏不安。︒ 

（六）必審五藏之病形，以知其氣之虛實，謹⽽而調之也。︒ 

1) The liver stores the blood, and the blood houses the hún soul. Vacuity of liver qì 
results in fear; repletion results in anger. 

2) The spleen stores yíng [provisioning], and yíng [provisioning] houses the intention. 
Vacuity of spleen qì results in loss of use in the limbs and unease in the five zàng organs; 
repletion results in abdominal distention and inhibited defecation and urination. 

3) The heart stores the vessels flow, and the vessel flow houses the spirit. Vacuity of 
heart qì results in grief; repletion results in unstoppable laughter. 

4) The lung stores the qì, and the qì houses the pò souls. Vacuity of lung qì results in 
nasal congestion and inhibition and shortage of qì; repletion results in panting and 
wheezing, overabundance in the chest, and belabored breathing. 
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5) The kidney stores the essence, and the essence houses the will. Vacuity of kidney qì 
results in reversal; repletion in distention and in unease in the five zàng organs. 

6) You must scrutinize the outward form of disease of the five zàng organs. Thereby you 
can know the state of vacuity and repletion of their qì and attune it with diligence. 

Notes 

� 肝氣虛 “liver qì vacuity”: This is obviously related to gallbladder deficiency, which results in timidity 
and a lack of courage. Interestingly, modern TCM theory denies the possibility that the liver can 
suffer from any deficiency but only considers the pathology of excess liver qì. By contrast, modern 
TCM only considers the possibility of deficiency in the case of kidney qì, but never of excess. 

� 經溲不利: Rather than reading this as “inhibited channels and urination,” I read this here as 
equivalent to a common variation of the phrase as 涇溲不利. Whether this expression refers only to 
inhibited urination or an inhibition of both urination and defecation is still debated.  

 

 

 


